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Recently Ashtekar found a new canonical formalism of general relativity in which the constraints 
and the dynamical equations are all written formally as polynomials of canonical variables. In this 
paper we apply his formalism to the Bianchi cosmology and write down the constraints and the 
dynamical equations explicitly in terms of Ashtekar-type canonical variables which depend only on 
time. In particular we prove that for the vacuum Bianchi IX model the gauge freedom is decoupled 
from the dynamics and the canonical variables reduce to three diagonal components of the metric and 
their Ashtekar-type conjugate momentum, preserving the polynomial nature of the equations. 
Further we discuss the quantization of this model and show that the quantized hamiltonian constraint 
takes a quite simple and beautiful form. To illustrate the tractability of this equation, we present 
an explicit non-trivial solution to it. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Recently Ashtekar proposed a new canonical formalism of general relativity.1),2) 
Iri his formalism the constraint equations and the dynamical equations become 
polynomials when they are expressed in terms of the new complex canonical vari
ables, the Ashtekar variables_ Hence the severe nonlinearity, which has been thought 
to be an inevitable nature of general relativity and has bothered us so far, disappears. 

In spite of this fascinating aspect, Ashtekar's formalism has various problems yet 
to be solved. First the role of the newly introduced gauge freedom which corre
sponds to rotation of triad is not clear. Second the complex nature of the canonical 
variables brings about new problems when one tries to quantize the theory, such as 
the structure of state space, interpretation and the correspondence with the Wheeler-

-DeWitt theory based on the conventional ADM formalism. In order to solve these 
problems and also to check the power of the formalism, it is desirable to see how the 
Ashtekar formalism works in simple systems. 

From this point of view, in the present paper, we examine how the canonical 
dynamics of spatially homogeneous spacetime is described in terms of the Ashtekar 
variables. In particular, as an application we study the vacuum Bianchi IX model in 
detail. We show that in this model the gauge freedom is decoupled from the 
dynamics and the canonical variables reduce to the three diagonal components of the 
spatial metric and their Ashtekar-type conjugate momentum, preserving the 
polynomial nature of the equations. This implies that there is a direct correspond
ence between the Ashtekar formalism and the ADM formalism in this case. Further 
we show that when the theory is quantized it leads to an equation for the wavefunc
tion which is much more tractable than the Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the conven
tional ADM formalism. In order to illustrate the tractability of the equation, we give 
an example of non-trivial exact solutions, though it is unphysical. The relation 
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Specialization of Ashtekar's Formalism to Bianchi Cosmology 1025 

between wavefunctions in the Ashtekar formalism and those in the ADM formalism 
is also discussed. 

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. First in § 2 we briefly 
summarize the fundamental definitions and equations of the Ashtekar formalism 
partly because the notations used in the present paper are different from those 
adopted by Ashtekar's original paper. Theri in § 3 we specialize the formalism to 
Bianchi models. The main job is to reduce the formalism to a canonical theory of 
finite degrees of freedom by separating space-coordinate dependence from the general 
Ashtekar variables. In § 4 the reduced formalism is applied to the vacuum Bianchi 
IX model and the decoupling of the gauge freedom and the off-diagonal components 
of the metric are proved by examining the canonical structure of the reduced theory. 
Finally in § 5 quantization of the vacuum Bianchi IX model is briefly discussed. 
Section 6 is devoted to conclusion. Throughout the paper the units c=167rG=n=1 
are used. 

§ 2. Summary of Ashtekar's formalism 

In this section we briefly summarize Ashtekar's formalism to fix the notations 
used in this paper some of which are slightly different from Ashtekar's.1),2) 

Th~re are two approaches to reach the Ashtekar formalism. One is to start from 
the ADM formalism and extend it.1),2) The other is to start directly from the action 
principle.3H

) We adopt the former approach in this paper. 
On the basis of the (3+ I)-decomposition of the spacetime metric 

(2·1) 

the ADM formalism takes, as the fundamental variables, qi) and its conjugate 
momentum pi} defined by 

pU :=j[qf(qUK - KU) , 

Ku : = 2~ (DiNj + DjNi - q u) , (2·2) 

where Iql denotes the determinant of qu, Di the covariant derivative defined by qu and 
the latin indices i, j, ... running from 1 through 3 are raised and lowered by qij and qu, 
respectively. 

In order to reach the Ashtekar formalism starting from the ADM formalism, one 
must pass through two steps. The first step is to extend the fundamental variables q ij 
and pi} to the triad eai or the soldering form (Ji and its conjugate momentum Mi. The 
second step is the introduction of new variables which are complex combinations of 
(Ji and Mi. 

Triad is introduced as a square root decomposition of the spatial metric qu. To 
be precise, letting {ea}={(eai)} be a triad on a three-dimensional t=consthypersurface 
M3 and {coa}={(COai)} be its dual I-form 

(2·3) 
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1026 H. Kodama 

q ij and q ij are expressed as 

(2·4) 

In the present paper a, b, c, ... represent the internal indices of the tangent vector 
space to a t=const hypersurface and i, j, k, ... the spatial coordinate indices both of 
which run from 1 through 3. 

In terms of the triad and a set of matrices satisfying the conditions 

(fa t = (fa, 

(2·5) 

the soldering form is defined as 

(2·6) 

Here note that the hermitian conjugation t in this paper is defined to take the ordinary 
hermitian conjugation of matrices, unlike the definition adopted in Ashtekar's paper.2

) 

The metric tensor is represented in terms of the soldering form as 

(2·7) 

Decomposing the metric qij into triad introduces three additional freedoms into 
the theory. For a given qij any triad ea is always related to a fixed triad e a by a 
rotation in the tangent vector space ea=Oabeb, where O~(Oab) is a three-dimensional 
orthogonal matrix. On the other hand, there is a three-dimensional freedom in the 
choice of a set of matrices satisfying the conditions (2-5). Any set of matrices 
satisfying these conditions is related to the Pauli matrix (fPa with some appropriate 
three-dimensional orthogonal matrix 0' as (fa=(l/ /2) (fPbOba. When the triad and the 
sigma matrix are combined to form the soldering form, 0 and 0' always go in the 
combination 0'0. Thus the soldering form is expressed in terms of qij and a three
dimensional orthogonal matrix. In order to parametrize the latter gauge freedom, 
one can use either the freedom of the triad or the freedom of the sigma matrix. The 
latter approach will be used in the following section. Equations in the rest of this 
section hold for either approach. 

The first step is completed by defining the momentum variable Mi conjugate to (fi 

as 

Mi :=j[qf[n- (fiTr(Il;(fj)] , (2·8) 

II ·-It· . D N j+ a C) i • -lV' (f i - i j(f €abcm (fbliJ i , (2·9) 

where . denotes the time derivative and m a is an arbitrary function representing the 
gauge freedom parameter. The momentum pij conjugate to qij in the ADM
formalism is expressed in terms of Mi as 

(2·10) 
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N ow we proceed to the second step. The soldering form defines an isometric 
correspondence between vector fields and mixed spin or fields. Through this corre
spondence the metric connection induces an SU(2) spinor connection. In terms of an 
appropriate I-form F;=(rA

B;) taking value in the anti-hermitian matrices of rank 2, 
the corresponding covariant derivative of a mixed spinor field V =( VA B) is expressed 
in the matrix notation as 

DiV=OiV+[F;, V]. 

F; is determined by the condition 

Dj(Ji=O 

to be 

where Wabi is the connection form defined by 

The connection form is expressed in terms of the triad as 

where 

(2'11) 

(2·12) 

(2'13) 

(2'14) 

(2'15) 

(2'16) 

Now Ashtekar's canonical variables are defined in terms of (Ji, F; and Il; as 

ai :=/[qf (Ji=lwleia(Ja, 

1 
Jl i :=F;± J2Il;, 

where Iwl=det(wai). The Poisson brackets of ai and Jl i are given by 

{ai(x), t3'j(y)}={Jl;(x), Jl;(y)} =0 , 

{Tr( Jli(x) Fz ), Tr( aj(y) 7z )}= =+= 2~ O/OabO(X, y). 

Jli'defines an SL(2, C) spin or connection on M3 by 

and the corresponding curvature form r;[ ij, 

(2'17) 

(2'18) 

(2'19) 

(2'20) 

In terms of the Ashtekar variables the constraint equations are expressed as 
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1028 H. Kodama 

Gauge constraint 

C aG(Ja :=fDiai=Jiai+[Jli, 'ai]~O, (2'21) 

Momentum constraint 

(2'22) 

Hamiltonian constraint 

(2'23) 

where TI'IJ is the energy-momentum tensor of matter and n P is the normal vector tiHhe 
t=const spacelike hypersurfaces, which is expressed in terms of Nand N i as 

(2·24) 

The total hamiltonian is expressed in terms of these constraints as 

(2'25) 

where Nand N i are the lapse function and the shift vector in the (3+ I)-decomposition 
of the spactime metric (2 '1), and rna is an arbitrary function representing the gauge 
freedom. Comparing the expression for 6 i derived from the canonical equation if i 
={SC, ail and the definition of n in terms of 6 i, Eq. (2'9), one finds that rna is 
expressed in terms of m a as 

§ 3. Specialization to spatially homogeneous spacetime 

The metric of spatially homogeneous spacetime is expressed as 

ds2= - N 2dt2+ e2a(e2P)ab(Nadt+ xa)(Nbdt+ x b) , 

(2'26) 

(3·1) 

where N, N a, a and the symmetric traceless matrix /3ab depend only on time t, and x a 

= xaidx i are the time-independent invariant I-forms with respect to the spatial 
symmetry groUp.7) These invariant I-forms satisfy 

where CabC is the structure constant of the spatial symmetry group. The correspond
ing time-independent invariant basis Xa=XaiJi which is dual to the invariant I-forms 
satisfies 

(3·3) 

The structure of the metric (3 '1) defines the following natural triad and its dual basis, 

-a( -P) X ea=e e ab b, (3'4) 
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(3·5) 

We do not allow the additional rotational freedom of the triad and parametrize 
the gauge freedom by the freedom in the choice of the sigma matrices. Then in the 
spatially homogeneous system the dynamical variables are N, Na, a, /3ab, and the 
orthogonal matrix 0 which relates (Ja to (1/ /2)(Jpa by 

(3·6) 

Among them the variables other than 0 depend. only on time. One will expect that 
one can also restrict 0 to the one dependent only on time. In fact we will show later 
that this expectation is true. However, since it is not obvious at the beginning 
whether this restriction can be achieved without loss of generality, we will keep the 
space-coordinate dependence of 0 as general as possible for a while. 

The goal of this section is to decompose the Ashtekar variables into the non
dynamical space-coordinate dependent part and the dynamical space-coordinate in
dependent part, and to express the constraints in terms of the latter part. We only 
consider the vacuum case. The first job is achieved by expressing the Ashtekar 
variables in terms of the variables listed above and their derivatives. 

For the above triad the exterior derivative of (J)a is easily calculated with the aid 
of Eq. (3·2) to yield 

f a - 1 -a( P) CP ( -P) ( -P) bC-Te e ap qr e qb e rc. 

Hence the connection form is expressed as 

Inserting this expression into Eq.(2·13), n is expressed as 

n= )z«(])ab+ Wab)xb;(Ja, 

where 

(3·7) 

(3·8) 

(3·9) 

(3·10) 

(3·11) 

Here Wab represents the space-coordinate dependence of the gauge freedom O. We 
will later show that it can be put zero without loss of generality as is expected from 
the spatial homogeneity. of the system. 

Next let us calculate n. From the definition of connection form (2·14) and 
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1030 H. Kodama 

, E'q. (3'4), the covariant derivative of the invariant basis is expressed in terms of the 
connection form (j)abi as 

DX j-Xj( -P) d ( P) i a - c e cd(j) bi e ba. (3'12) 

Hence by noting that DiXaj=_xbiDiXi,khak and D,Nj = Di(NaXaj) = NaDtXaj, IIi is 
expressed as 

where 

Vab := OcaOcb, 

(3'13) 

(3'14) 

(3'15) 

(3'16) 

We assume that the gauge parameter mP is independent of the space coordinates. 
Substituting Eqs. (3'4), (3'5)" (3·9) and (3'13) into Eqs. (2'17), one finds the 

following expressions for the Ashtekar variables: 

(3'17) 

where 

" . - e2a(e-P) £Jab.- ab, (3'18) 

(3'19) 

N ow we can rewrite the constraint equations in terms of variables which depend 
only on times. First to rewrite the gauge constraint (2'21), we must calculate oti'ji. 
The derivative of the determinant of Xai is given by 

oilxl = XlotXaj , 

and due to the duality the differential of Xai is expressed in terms of the differential 
of Xai as 

Hence 

where 

otClxlXbi) = Ixl [otXaj - OjXa i]Xl Xbi 

=lxICb, (3·20) 

(3·21) 
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and we have used Eq. (3·2). Thus, noting that from the definition of Wab, (3 ·11), 
the spatial derivative of (Ja is expressed as 

one obtains 

ai(j'i=lxl[ CaL:ab- €acb Wcd:dakb . 

On the other hand, the bracket of Jl i and (j'i is easily calculated to be 

[Jl i, (j'i]=iIXI€caiAcb +iWcb)27ba(Jd. 

Putting together these equations, [J) i (j' i is expressed as 

[J) i(j'i = Ixl[ CaL:ad+ i€ca<tAcb27bakd . 

Hence the gauge constraint is equivalent to 

(3·22) 

(3·23) 

(3·24) 

(3·25) 

From the definitions of ([Jab and 27ab, one can prove the following identity relation: 

(3·26) 

With the aid of this relation one easily sees that the above gauge constraint is 
equivalent to 

(3·27) 

Since Bab and Nab are independent of the space coordinates, this relation implies that 
the gauge constraint requires that Vab is also independent of the space coordinates. 
On the other hand, from the commutativity of the spatial derivative and the time 
derivative of 0, at(aiO)=ai(atO), Wab and Vab must satisfy the integrability condition 

(3·28) 

Hence the space-coordinate independence of Vab leads to a homogeneous evolution 
equation for Wab. Therefore, if one chooses the initial data for 0 to be independent 
of the space coordinates, Wab stews zero along with time evolution. This implies that 
one can fix the gauge so that Wab stays identically zero without conflicting with the 
dynamics. For this reason we assume from now on that 0 is independent of the space 
coordinates. Then the space-coordinate dependence of the Ashtekar variables is 
completely separated out, and the dynamics are described by variables depending only 
on time, 27ab , 0 and A ab . 

Since these variables are related with the Ashtekar variables nonlinearly, they 
are not natural variables for Ashtekar formalism. Therefore we introduce the 
following new variables: 

Aab :=OacAcb. (3·29) 
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1032 H. Kodama 

Then the Ashtekar variables are expressed as 

Jl - 1 A- b O"pa 
i- /2 abX i /2 . 

In terms of these new variables the gauge constraint (3·25) is written as 
Gauge constraint 

C aG=lxlCaG , 

(3·30) 

(3·31) 

N ow we proceed to the momentum constraint and the hamiltonian constraint. With 
the aid of Eq. (3·2) :F ij is calculated as 

cr - 1 [A- CP +. A- A- ] b e 
;.J: ij- /2 ap be Z€apq Pb qe X iX jO"a . (3·32) 

From this equation the momentum constraint and the hamiltonian constraint are 
expressed as 

Momentum constraint 

C jM = + 2Ca MlxlXaj , 

CaM :=.APbtpeCbea+ .ApatpqCq~O, (3·33) 

Hamiltonian constraint 

(3·34) 

Note that the quantities without tilde, J:ab and A ab, satisfy the equations obtained 
by replacing the quantities with tilde by those without tilde from CaM ~O and C H ~O 
as in the case of the gauge constraint CaG~O since 0 is an orthogonal matrix. 

To find the equations of motion, one needs the Poisson brackets among tab and 
.Aab , and the hamiltonian. From Eqs. (3·30) tab and .Aab are related to the general 
spacetime-dependent Ashtekar variables as 

(3·35) 

where Q is the coordinate volume of the invariant space 

(3·36) 

Hence it follows from Eq. (2 ·18) that 
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(3·37) 

From Eq. (2·25) and the relations (3·31), (3·33) and (3·34), the hamiltonian is 
expressed as 

(3·38) 

where N, N a and iiia are arbitrary functions of time and correspond to the lapse 
function, the shift vector and the gauge-freedom parameter, respectively. With the 
aid of these expressions the classical equations of motion are easily obtained from the 
canonical equations 

6 ={..9C, LJ} , (3·39) 

where () is any of ,tab and .Aab. The right-hand sides of these equations are 
polynomials of third degree at most as expected. Since they will not be utilized 
below, we do not write them down explicitly here. 

Finally we remark on the elimination of gauge freedom. As stated above, the 
constraint equations can be written only in terms of the variables without tilde, J:ab 
and Aab, and do not contain the gauge variable O. Hence one might expect that the 
gauge freedom might decouple from the dynamics. However, this is not correct in 
general, since Aab contains the time derivative of O. In fact, from Eq. (3·27), one sees 
that 0 can be made time-independent only if eP can be diagonalizable under the gauge 
condition Na=O (the synchronous gauge) and iiia=O. Hence if one wants to fix the 
gauge so that 0=1, one must allow the non-vanishing shift vector. Thus one must 
work with the full variable!;\, with tilde in general since the diagonalization is not 
allowed for most of the Bianchi types. One important exception is the Bianchi type 
IX, which is explored in the next section. 

§ 4. Vacuum Bianchi type IX -classical dynamics 

The Bianchi type IX model is characterized by the structure constant, 

Cabc=€abC, 

ca=O. (4·1) 

As is well-known, the matrix eP can be diagonalized without loss of generality for the 
Bianchi type IX model if there exists no matter.7) In this section we will show that 
the gauge freedom as well as non-diagonal components of eP decouples and the 
dynamics is described by three conjugate pairs of Ashtekar-type canonical variables 
preserving the polynomial nature of equations. 

In general the symmetric matrix eP can be diagonalized by time-dependent 
orthogonal matrix R=(Rab) as 

(4·2) 
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1034 H. Kodama 

where [JD is a diagonal matrix 

(4·3) 

and R- denotes the transposed matrix of R. In' terms of R and the orthogonal 
matrix Q= OR where 0 is the matrix representing the gauge freedom, the matrix I 
=(Iab ) is diagonalized as 

(4·4) 

where SD is a diagonal matrix 

(4 ·5) 

Corresponding to this decomposition of I, we rewrite A in terms of a, [JD, Q and R 
as 

where the matrix H = (Hab ) is given by 

with 

it :=R-(Nab)R , 

& :=R-(JJR. 

(4·6) 

(4·7) 

The canonical structure of the system in terms of SD, Q, Rand H, are determined 
by the Poisson brackets among them. From Eq. (3·37), after a short algebra, one 
finds 

{Hab, RCd} = =+= 2~ s5a~lp2 [OadObP+ OapObd-2oapObPOdP] , 

{Hab, QCd} = =+= 2~ s5b~l/ [OadObP+ OapObd-2oapObPOdP] , 

{Hab,Hcd}==+= 2~[ - s5~li(oapobd+oadoPb-2oapobPodP) 

+ s;f!!lb2 (OCPObd+ ObCOPd-2obPOCPOdP) 

+ S5~~a2 (OcPOad+ OacOPd-20apOcPOdP) J. 
In particular, SD commutes with the off-diagonal components of H: 

(4·8) 

(4·9) 

(4·10) 

(4·11) 
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{Ha, .Eb}= += 2~ 8ab , 

{H~b, .Ec}=O, 

1035 

(4 ·12) 

(4·13) 

where Ha:=Haa and H' is the off-diagonal part of H. Further the diagonal part of 
H, Hn=(Ha), commutes with Rand Q: 

{Hn, R}={Hn, Q}=O . (4·14) 

Finally the diagonal components of H commute with each other and the Poisson 
brackets of Hn and H' do not contain Hn and are written only in terms of .En and H': 

{Ha, H{Cd)} = += 2~ i~~ i:zH{ap)(oadopc+ OacOPd-20apocp8dP) , 

{Ha, H(Cd]}=+= 2~ i~=i:zH(ap](oadopc+oacoPd-2oapocPodP)' 

(4 ·15) 

(4 ·16) 

(4 ·17) 

where H{ab) and H(ab] are the symmetric and the anti-symmetric part of the off
diagonal matrix H~b. 

For the vacuum Bianchi, IX model the constraint equations take quite simple 
forms expressed in ~erms of .En, Q, R, Hn and H'. First since Ca vanishes, the gauge 
constraint and the momentum constraint are written only in terms of .En and H': 

Gauge constraint 

CaG=QapCaG;::;O, 

Momentum constraint 

CaM=RapCaM;::;O, 

€abcCcM = Hba27b - Hab.Ea 

(4 ·18) 

(4 ·19) 

From these equations the off-diagonal matrix H' is expressed in terms of CaG and CaM 
as 

(4 ·20) 

Hence the gauge constraint and the momentum constraint are equivalent to 

H';::;O. (4·21) 

Finally the hamiltonian constraint is written as 
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1036 H. Kodama 

Hamiltonian constraint 

-H_ H' 1 {(CpM-iCpGY 
C - C +41 €abPI2:'~b (2:'a - 2:'b)2 

C H =[il€abcIHa-(l- obc)HbHc]2:'b2:'c 

=2[(iHl- HzH3)2:'Z2:'3 + (iHz- H3Hl)2:'32:'1 + (zH3- HIHz)2:'l2:'Z] . (4·22) 

Note that since the difference between CH and CH is quadratic with respect to the 
constraints, we can use CH instead of CH everywhere without changing the dynamics. 

From the structure of the Poisson brackets among the canonical variables cal
culated above one easily sees that the Poisson brackets between the canonical 
variables and the constraints which do not vanish modulo the constraints are 

{Ca G, QbC} = += 21 i€abPQpc , (4·23) 

(4·24) 

Hence from Eqs. (3·38) and (3·39), the canonical equations of motion is written 

fa;:::; += Ne-3a[i2:'b2:'c- 2:'a(2:'bH b+ 2:'cHc)] , 

Ha;:::; += Ne- 3a [i(2:'bHc+ 2:'cHb)- Ha(2:'bHb+ 2:'cHc)] , 

(4·25) 

where in the first two equations the indices (a, b, c) are any of the cyclic permutation 
of (1, 2, 3). \ 

These equations clearly show that the dynamics of 2:'a and Ha completely decou
pIes from other freedoms and the dynamics of Rand Q becomes trivial. In particular 
the evolutions of Rand Q decouple from each other and are .determined by the shift 
vector N a and the gauge parameter rna, respectively. Hence even for the 
synchronous gauge Na.=o, R becomes time-independent and can be set to be the unit 
matrix. 

Since the gauge freedom is decoupled, the resultant dynamical system is complete
ly equivalent to the ordinary ADM canonical theory. In fact, there is a simple 
correspondence between the Ashtekar variables and the ADM variables for the 
reduced system. Since the gravitational lagrangian is written in terms of Sa as 
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Specialization of Ashtekar's Formalism to Bianchi Cosmology 1037 

27242734+ 27342714+ 27142724 ] 
2271327232733 , 

the ADM momentum Pa conjugate to 27a is given by 

aL 
Pa:= ata 

= _ 2,Q ( . + r5 ) a+Pa N a fJa e . 

(4-26) 

. (4-27) 

On the other hand, the potential ([Jab in Aab becomes diagonal in the gauge R=l and 
its diagonal component ([Ja is given by 

(4-28) 

Hence in the gauge Q=l and R=l, the Ashtekar momentum is related with the ADM 
momentum by 

(4-29) 

That is, the Ashtekar momentum is a simple combination of the ADM momentum and 
an anisotropy potential. 

In spite of this direct correspondence the Ashtekar variables seem to be useful 
because the dynamical equations become much simpler. This is clearly seen by 
comparing the expression for CH in terms of the Ashtekar variables, Eq. (4-22) and 
the corresponding expression in terms of the ADM variables 

(4-30) 

§ 5_ Vacuum Bianchi type IX -quantum dynamics 

As explained in the last section, the gauge constraint and the momentum con· 
straint are solved and the evolution of the gauge freedom and the off-diagonal 
components of the metric become trivial for the vacuum Bianchi IX model. Hence 
the dynamics is completely described only by the canonical variables 27a and Ha with 
the hamiltonian j{ =,QNe-3aC H

. This system is formally quantized by replacing the 
Poisson brackets by the corresponding commutation relations 
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(5-1) 

Like the ADM theory,S) the whole dynamical information is contained in the 
hamiltonian constraint 

(5-2) 

One subtle point in this equation is the operator ordering. According to Jacobson 
andSmolin,6) the constraint algebra closes in a weak sense if the operators are 
ordered so that the Jl i sits left to (ji. If this ordering rule is respected, by the 
replacement 

(5-3) 

this equation takes a quite simple and beautiful form in the momentum representation: 

[ 
. iF . 82 

(HIH2 ~ zH3) 8HI8H2 + (H2H3 - zHI) 8H28H3 

+(H3HI- iH2) 8H~~HI ] W(H)=O. (5-4) 

This equation appears to be much easier to solve than the corresponding 
Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the ADM formalism. In fact, if the wavefunction W(H) 
is expanded in power series of H, its coefficients satisfy a simple linear recurrence 
relation. Though it is not easy to find the general solution of this recurrence relation, 
one can find some exact solutions of it. For example, by solving the recurrence 
relation under a certain ansatz, we found the following non-trivial solution: 

W = II (HI) + IlH2) + 13(H3) 

[H I 1 + Hl HI 1 + iH3 
+ CI I n 1 + Hi + 2 n 1 - iH3 

[HI 
l+H'f: HI l+iHI 

+ C2 2 n 1 + Hl + 3 n 1 - iHI 

[H I 1 + Hi HI 1 + iH2 
+ C3 3 n 1 + H'f: + I n 1 - iH2 

HI 1+iH2 ] 
3n 1 H - z 2 

HI 1+iH3 ] 
In 1 ·R - z 3 

(5-5) 

where la are arbitrary functions, and Ca are arbitrary constants. Though this solu
tion does not seem to be cosmologically interesting for the reason explained below, it 
is at least the first non-trivial solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the vacuum 
Bianchi IX model. Its existence also suggests that it might be possible to find the 
general solution of the equation. 

It is also possible to work inthe X-representation. For the correspondence (5-3), 
solutions in the two representations are related by the ordinary Fourier transforma
tion: 
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(5·6) 

There are some subtle points here. First, since the Ashtekar momentum is a complex 
quantity, there is a large freedom in the choice of the integration path in the above 
transformation. Any choice formally yields a solution in the J: representation. 
Even closed paths can be taken. Second the solutions to the J: -representation of the 
Wheeler-DeWitt equation expressed in terms of the Ashtekar variables are different 
from the corresponding solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation expressed in terms 
of the ADM variables. From the correspondence of the momentum variables, 
Eq. (4·29), the wavefunctions in the Ashtekar variables and those in the ADM 
variables are related by 

1rr ( ~) _ ±2!.1F(E) 1rr ( ~) 
':f:' ADM £J - e ':f:' Ashtekar £J • (5·7) 

When this transformation procedure is applied to the solution (5·5), there appear 
singular functions in WAshtekar(J:) such as O(Hl) and o'(H2). Due to this singular 
behavior, we obtain a physically meaningless WADM(J:) because the prefactor in 
Eq. (5·7) vanishes or diverges when any of J:a becomes zero. This example shows 
that one must look for solutions of Eq. (5·4) which, for 'each of H a , have poles or fall 
off at large IHal, in order to obtain physically meaningful wavefunctions in the ADM 
representation. 

§ 6. Conclusion 

In this paper we have studied how the canonical dynamics of spatially 
homogeneous spacetime is described in, terms of the Ashtekar variables. We have 
shown that it is not possible in general to eliminate the gauge freedom introduced by 
Ashtekar preserving the polynomial nature of the constraint equations and the 
canonical equations, which is the sales point of the Ashtekar formalism, except for the 
vacuum Bianchi IX model. We have examined the structure of this exceptional but 
important case of the vacuum Bianchi IX model in detail to prove that the dynamics 
of the system is described by polynomial equations with respect to a reduced set of 
Ashtekar-type variables which are in one-to-one correspondence to the ADM vari
ables. 

One of the most important results of the paper is the simple and beautiful 
equation for the wavefunction of the quantized vacuum Bianchi IX universe. It 
seems possible to find a large class of exact solutions to this equation. 

Of course, there exist some new problems provoked by adopting the Ashtekar 
variables. First if one starts from the momentum representation as proposed by 
Jacobson and Smolin,6) one must find solutions which satisfy appropriate asymptotic 
structure or:- pole structure in order to obtain a physically meaningful solution when 
transformed into the metric representation of the ADM formalism. This restriction 

, makes it difficult to find a solution in the momentum representation with the aid of 
power series expansion. One might expect that the formal procedure found by 
Jacobson and Smolin6) to construct the general solutions to the quantum hamiltonian 
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constraint might work since the momentum and gauge constraints become trivial for 
the vacuum Bianchi IX model. Unfortunately, however, it seems not to be the case, 
though not exactly proved. This is because in Jacobson and Smolin's proof it plays 
an essential role for fields to be varied locally, which is not allowed when the fields are 
restricted to be spatially homogeneous. 

Second even if this condition is satisfied, solutions do not necessarily yield 
cosmologically acceptable universes due to the prefactor in Eq. (5·7). This prefactor 
is a real-valued function which is rapidly changing but not oscillatory. Hence unless 
this prefactor is canceled by a factor coming from the Ashtekar wavefunction itself, 
there exists no region where semi-classical approximation holds. Note that this 
requirement of the cancellation of the prefactor is the quantum expression of the 
reality condition on the ADM variables in the classical dynamics. 

Further detailed investigation of these problems in this simple case will give us 
insight to construct a meaningful quantum theory in the framework of the Ashtekar . 
formalism. 
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